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The evolution of a large number of nonthermal, energetic particles that encounter with an oblique
shock wave is studied with theory and simulations. First, an attempt is made to analytically discuss
conditions under which particles can cross the shock front multiple times. Also, the change in the
parallel momentum of a relativistic particle at the shock front is examined in detail. Then, the time
variation of an energy distribution function of 5000 energetic particles is investigated with
simulations; where field profiles are obtained from particle simulations of shock waves, and test
particle orbits are calculated by use of these fields. The shock speedvsh and propagation angleu0

are taken to bevsh;c cosu0, for which incessant acceleration is expected. The development of these
particles in the momentum space is also shown. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1641383#

I. INTRODUCTION

It has recently been shown with theory and numerical
simulations that nonthermal, high-energy ions can be inces-
santly accelerated to much higher energies by an oblique
shock wave.1,2 In this mechanism, a relativistic effect plays
an essential role; an effect that the particle velocity cannot
exceed the speed of lightc while the momentum can in-
crease indefinitely. Because of this effect, the acceleration is
especially enhanced1–3 when the shock propagation speed,
vsh, is close toc cosu0

vsh.c cosu0 . ~1!

Here, the shock wave is supposed to propagate in thex di-
rection in an external magnetic field B0

5B0(cosu0,0,sinu0); the subscript 0 refers to the quantities
in the upstream region. In such a shock wave, particles can-
not quickly escape from the wave to the upstream region.
Energetic particles can move with the shock wave for peri-
ods much longer than the gyroperiod and suffer the accelera-
tion processes many times. This mechanism is different from
the acceleration mechanisms of thermal hydrogen ions,4–11

heavy ions,12,13 and electrons.14–16 In test particle
simulations,2 some ions were accelerated fromg;4 to g
;160, whereg is the Lorentz factor.

In a typical shock wave, the values of magnetic fieldBz ,
transverse electric fieldEy , and electric potentialf sharply
rise in the shock transition region from those in the upstream
region to those in the strong-field region.~This paper de-
scribes shock waves and particle acceleration processes in
the laboratory frame, where the fluid velocities of electrons
and ions are zero in the upstream region.! The width of the
transition region,D, is of the order of the ion inertial length,
c/vpi , for oblique shock waves,17–22 wherevpi is the ion
plasma frequency. Energetic ions with speeds higher thanvsh

have gyroradii much greater thanD. After barely entering the
shock wave, therefore, they can return to the upstream re-
gion. While they are in the strong-field region, their gyromo-
tion is nearly parallel to the transverse electric fieldEy .
Hence, they gain energy there; the momentum perpendicular
to the magnetic field,p' , grows.3,23 Provided that an ener-
getic ion enters the strong-field region att5t in and goes out
to the upstream region att5tout, the increase in the Lorentz
factor can be given as1–3,23

dg5
2qip1'E1y

mi
2c2V i1

sinS V i1~ tout2t in!

2g D . ~2!

Here,qi is the ion charge, andV i is the nonrelativistic ion
gyrofrequency; the subscript 1 refers to quantities in the
strong-field region. After returning to the upstream region,
these particles can go into the shock wave again because of
the gyromotion. If the particle moves with the shock wave
for a much longer time than its gyroperiod, this energy jump
can occur many times; thus, the time variation ofg re-
sembles a stairway.

On crossing the shock front, namely the thin transition
region, the parallel momentumpi goes up.1,3,24,25 Because
this is due to the magnetic structure, the particle energy does
not change at this moment;p' decreases owing to the in-
crease inpi ~if the initial pi is positive!. The particle can
then get to move faster than the shock wave. That is, time-
averaged particle velocity in the direction of the wave nor-
mal ^vx& exceeds vsh, where ^vx& is given by ^vx&
.v0i cosu0 with v0i the velocity parallel toB0 . This is the
mechanism of escaping of accelerated particles from the
shock wave. As mentioned earlier, however, particles cannot
quickly escape from the shock wave to the upstream region
when the condition~1! is satisfied.

The fast particle would spend most of the time in the
upstream region in each gyroperiod, if it barely enters the
shock wave. The acceleration time,tout– t in , would thus be
much shorter than the gyroperiod, which is approximatelya!Electronic address: ohsawa@phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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given by the gyroperiod 2pg/V i0 . Then, it has been shown
in a Letter2 that the time rate of change ofg of a particle
accelerated many times by a stationary shock wave is given
as

dg

dt
5

g01

p

v1'vsh

c2 V i0 , ~3!

whereg01 is a numerical factor smaller than unity

g015S 12
Bz0

Bz1
D S 12

Bx0
2

2Bz1
2 D sinS V i1~ tout2t in!

2g D . ~4!

Here,dg/dt was averaged over gyroperiod, 2pg/V i0 , and it
was assumed thatBz1.Bx0 .

In the above work,2 the motion and energy change of a
particle that gained a great amount of energy was studied. In
this paper, we consider a set of a large number of fast ions
that are initially in the upstream region and investigate their
development; i.e., what fraction of these particles can un-
dergo the incessant acceleration and how their energies and
momenta evolve with time. Also, we examine the motion of
energetic particles in an oblique shock wave in more detail.

In Sec. II, we analytically discuss the conditions for par-
ticles to cross the shock front multiple times. We divide the
velocity space into four regions, which are named A, B, C,
and D. Particles that are initially in region A just move from
the upstream to downstream region, crossing the shock front
once; those in region B can cross the shock front multiple
times; those in C or D are not overtaken by the shock wave
if their initial positions are in the far upstream region. We
show these regions in the velocity~or momentum! space and
estimate the number of particles in region B. In addition, we
study the change in the parallel momentum when a particle
crosses the shock front. In Refs. 1 and 3, it was argued that
pi rises when the particle goes in and out of the shock re-
gion. In the simulation in Ref. 2, however,pi went down
when the particle entered the shock region. This discrepancy
is resolved here. It is analytically shown that if the shock
speed is sufficiently high,pi can decrease at the moment
when a fast particle goes in the shock wave. When the par-
ticle has returned to the upstream region, however,pi be-
comes larger than the initial one;p0i(tout).p0i(t in). The
magnitude of this increase is also estimated.

In Sec. III, we numerically study the evolution of ener-
gies and momenta of many fast particles. We use a model
that is a hybrid between particle and test particle
simulations.2 That is, we obtain the electric and magnetic
fields of a shock wave from one-dimensional, relativistic,
electromagnetic particle simulations.6,26 We then follow
long-time trajectories of energetic particles in these fields.
We observe how these particles evolve in the momentum
space and how many particles can be accelerated to high
energies. Of a set of 5000 energetic particles having the same
initial energyg54 with an isotropic momentum distribution,
3.4% have been accelerated to energiesg.50 by VH0t
59000, whereVH0 is the nonrelativistic hydrogen gyrofre-
quency, and the maximum energy has reachedg.130. In
the momentum space, they basically evolve along the line
given byv0i cosu05vsh.

Section IV gives a summary of our work. This accelera-
tion process would become important in plasmas with rather
strong magnetic fields~or low densities! such that the elec-
tron gyrofrequency is greater than the plasma frequency,
uVeu/vpe.1, as suggested by Eq.~1!. Such plasmas could be
found, for instance, in coronal magnetic tubes and around
pulsars. The application to the latter would be particularly
interesting because strong magnetosonic shock waves~or
pulses! could be periodically generated there.

II. MOTION OF ENERGETIC IONS IN AN OBLIQUE
SHOCK WAVE

We analytically study motions of fast ions whose speeds
can be comparable to the speed of lightc. We discuss the
number of energetic particles crossing the shock front mul-
tiple times and the change in the parallel momentum. In the
previous theory3 on the parallel-momentum change, it was
assumed that the shock propagation speedvsh was much
lower than the speeds of energetic particles. We here extend
the theory so thatvsh can be of the order of speeds of fast
particles.

A. Particles crossing a shock front

First, we examine conditions for particles to cross the
shock front once or multiple times. As in Sec. I, we assume
that a shock wave is propagating in thex direction (]/]y
5]/]z50) in an external magnetic field in the (x,z) plane,
B05B0(cosu0,0,sinu0) with 0°,u0,90° ~see Fig. 1!. We
then see that particles in the far upstream region will be
caught up with by the shock wave if

v0i cosu0,vsh, ~5!

wherev0i5v•B0 /B0 ; v0i can be either positive or negative.
Comparing the velocities in thex direction of particles and
of the shock wave, we find that the particles withv0i cosu0

1v0' sinu0,vsh cross the shock front only once, where
v0'(.0) is the perpendicular particle speed.~Here, we ne-
glect the effect of the change inB on particle motions. Also,
we neglect the effect ofE.) That is, the particles with

v0',2cotu0~v0i2vsh/cosu0!, ~6!

do not return to the upstream region once they penetrate the
shock region. In Fig. 2, these particles are in region A; the
left and right panels in Fig. 2 show velocity (v0i ,v0') and
momentum (p0i ,p0') spaces, respectively.

FIG. 1. Schematic shock profile. Shock waves are supposed to propagate in
the x direction with speedvsh in an external magnetic fieldB0 in the (x,z)
plane.
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Particles satisfying ~5! and the relation v0'

.2cotu0(v0i2vsh/cosu0) may cross the shock front twice
or more, depending on the gyrophase at the moment of the
encounter with the wave. These particles are in region B in
Fig. 2. Some of them can undergo the incessant acceleration.

As for the case withv0i cosu0.vsh, particles with

v0',cotu0~v0i2vsh/cosu0! ~7!

will never encounter the shock wave even if their initial po-
sitions ~in the upstream region! are very close to the shock
front. These particles are in region D in Fig. 2. Region C
represents particles that satisfyv0i cosu0.vsh but do not
meet~7!. Particles in this region will not be overtaken by the
shock wave if they are in the far upstream region initially.
They may, however, enter the shock region because of the
gyromotion if they are near the shock front.

In the momentum space (p0i ,p0'), the relation
v0i cosu05vsh can be written as

~c2 cos2 u0 /vsh
2 21!p0i

2

mi
2c2 2

p0'
2

mi
2c2 51, ~8!

with p0i.0. Also, the relations v0'56cotu0(v0i

2vsh/cosu0) can be expressed as

~p0i cosu07p0' sinu0!2

mi
2gsh

2 vsh
2 2

~p0i sinu06p0' cosu0!2

mi
2c2 51,

~9!

wheregsh5(12vsh
2 /c2)21/2. In the right panel of Fig. 2, the

boundary between regions A and B is given by Eq.~9! with
the lower signs withp0i cosu01p0' sinu0.0; becausep0'

.0, this satisfiesv0i,vsh/cosu0. The boundary between re-
gions B and C is indicated by Eq.~8! with p0i.0. The
boundary between regions C and D is shown by Eq.~9! with
the upper signs with p0i cosu02p0' sinu0.0 (v0i

.vsh/cosu0).
We consider a spherical surface with a radiusv and cal-

culate the number of particles that are in region B on this
surface. We introduce the anglea between the particle ve-
locity andB0 ;

v cosa5v0i . ~10!

If v.vsh/cosu0, then, the boundary between regions A and
B, v0'52cotu0 (v0i2vsh/cosu0), intersects with the spheri-
cal surface atv ia given by

v ia5vshcosu02~v22vsh
2 !1/2sinu0 . ~11!

The largest half circle in Fig. 3 corresponds to this case. The
area of this surface in region B then may be calculated as

S5E
ab

aa
2pv2 sinada52pv2~cosab2cosaa!, ~12!

where cosab5vsh/(v cosu0) and cosaa5via /v. The ratio of
S to the total area 4pv2 of the spherical surface is, therefore,

S

4pv2 5
sinu0

2 Fvshsinu0

v cosu0
1S 12

vsh
2

v2 D 1/2G . ~13!

In the limit of v/vsh→`, this ratio approaches sinu0/2.
If vsh,v,vsh/cosu0 ~the middle half circle in Fig. 3!,

then, the boundary between regions A and B intersects with
the spherical surface at

v ib5vshcosu01~v22vsh
2 !1/2sinu0 , ~14!

as well as atv ia . We thus defineab as cosab5vib /v. Instead
of Eq. ~13!, we now have

S

4pv2 5S 12
vsh

2

v2 D 1/2

sinu0 . ~15!

For v5vsh/cosu0, either Eqs.~13! or ~15! givesS/(4pv2)
5sin2 u0.

When v,vsh ~the smallest half circle in Fig. 3!, the
whole spherical surface is in region A. These particles cross
the shock front only once.

Figure 4 shows the ratioS/(4pv2) as a function of
v/vsh. The angleu0 was taken to be 60°. Forv/vsh,1, no
particles can cross the shock front twice or more. The quan-
tity S/(4pv2) takes its maximum value, sin2 u0, at v
5vsh/cosu0 and approaches the value sinu0 /2 as v/vsh

→`.

FIG. 2. Regions A–D in the velocity and momentum spaces. We consider
particles that are initially in the upstream region. Particles in region A do not
return to the upstream region, after entering the shock region. Particles in B
may cross the shock front twice or more. Particles in C are not overtaken by
the shock wave if their initial positions are in the far upstream region.
Particles in D never encounter the shock wave.

FIG. 3. Spherical surfaces and regions A–D on the (v0i ,v0') plane. The
distance between the origin O and the boundary line of regions A and B is
vsh. A spherical surface withv.vsh/cosu0 intersects with this line at a
point with v0i5v ia (,vsh/cosu0) and intersects with the boundary line
between regions B and C. A spherical surface withvsh,v,vsh/cosu0 has
two intersection points with the line between A and B. Ifv,vsh, there is no
intersection point.
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B. Increase in parallel momentum

We consider a particle that enters the shock region at
time t5t in and, owing to the gyromotion, goes out again to
the upstream region at timet5tout ~see Fig. 5!. We then
show that the parallel momentum of this particle always in-
creases;p0i(tout).p0i(t in).

The gyroradius of the energetic ion is much larger than
the widthD of the shock transition region. The time rate of
change of the magnetic field that the energetic ion feels along
its orbit can therefore be expressed as

dB

dt
5~B12B0!@d~ t2t in!2d~ t2tout!#. ~16!

Both B0 and B1 are assumed to be constant;B1

5B1(cosu1,0,sinu1) with B1.B0 and u1.u0 . In this sec-
tion, we neglect they component ofB, because it can have
finite values only in the narrow transition layer.14,18,19In Fig.
6, we showB0 , B1 , andv at t5t in , projected on the (x,z)
plane. Here,ex8 is the unit vector in the direction perpendicu-
lar to B1 and to they axis; i.e.,ex85ey3B1 /B1 whereey is
the unit vector in they direction. Also, axz is the angle
betweenB0 and the velocity projected on the (x,z) plane.

From the equation of motion, we have

d~p•B!

dt
5p•

dB

dt
1qiE•B. ~17!

In the following, we will neglect the second term on the
right-hand side of Eq.~17!, because the parallel electric field
is weak in magnetohydrodynamic waves. The effect of per-
pendicular electric field is, however, retained.

Substituting Eq.~16! into Eq. ~17! and integrating over
time from t5ta ~the time right beforet5t in) to t5tb ~the
time right aftert5tout), we find that

@p0i~ tout!2p0i~ t in!#B05@p~ t in!2p~ tout!#•~B12B0!.
~18!

Here, we have used the relationsp0i(tb)2p0i(ta)
5p0i(tout)2p0i(t in) andB(ta)5B(tb)5B0 .

When the energetic particle crosses the narrow transition
layer of the shock wave,pi andp' change stepwise owing to
the change in the magnetic field fromB0 to B1 , even though
p is continuous,p(t in)5p0(t in)5p1(t in). Furthermore, be-
causeqiE•B is neglected here,p1i(t) is constant during the
time from t5t in to t5tout. We, therefore, havep(t in)
2p(tout)5p1'(t in)2p1'(tout). Then, noting thatp1'•B1

50, we have the change in the parallel momentum,dpi

5p0i(tout)2p0i(t in), as

dpi5@p1'~ tout!2p1'~ t in!#•B0 /B0 . ~19!

We introduce the quantity

p1'x85p1'•ex8 , ~20!

to put Eq.~19! into the form~see Fig. 6!

dpi5@p1'x8~ tout!2p1'x8~ t in!#sin~u12u0!. ~21!

Using Eq.~21!, we will show thatdpi is always positive.
In Ref. 3, this was analytically discussed assuming that the
shock speedvsh was much smaller than the speeds of fast
particles. In the following, however,vsh can be comparable
to particle speeds.

FIG. 4. AreaS of spherical surface in region B as a function of the radiusv.

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of magnetic fields and ion orbit. The upper panel
shows the upstream magnetic fieldB0 and the fieldB1 in the strong-field
region. The lower panel shows an ion orbit projected on the (x,y) plane,
which goes in and out of the shock wave att5t in and t5tout , respectively.

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of magnetic fields and velocity att5t in pro-
jected on the (x,z) plane. Here,v0i and v1i are the components ofv(t in)
parallel toB0 andB1 , respectively.@v(t in) can have they component.# The
unit vectorex8 is perpendicular toB1 , andaxz is the angle betweenB0 and
v(t in) projected on the (x,z) plane.
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At the moment when the particle enters the shock region
from the upstream region, thex component of the particle
velocity must be smaller than the shock speedvsh;

v1i~ t in!cosu11v1'x8~ t in!sinu1,vsh, ~22!

where v1'x85v1'•ex8 . When the particle goes out to the
upstream region,vx must be greater thanvsh;

v1i~ tout!cosu11v1'x8~ tout!sinu1.vsh. ~23!

In terms of momentum,~22! and ~23! can be expressed as

p1i~ t in!cosu11p1'x8~ t in!sinu1,mig~ t in!vsh, ~24!

p1i~ tout!cosu11p1'x8~ tout!sinu1.mig~ tout!vsh. ~25!

Inequalities~24! and ~25! clearly indicate that

p1'x8~ tout!.p1'x8~ t in!, ~26!

becausep1i(t in)5p1i(tout) andg(tout).g(t in). @The electric
field Ey would makeg(tout) greater thang(t in).

2,23 Obvi-
ously, however, even wheng(tout)5g(t in), the relation~26!
holds.# Becauseu1.u0 , it follows from Eqs.~21! and ~26!
that pi always increases,

dpi5p0i~ tout!2p0i~ t in!.0. ~27!

We can obtain the relation amongdpi , dg5g(tout)
2g(t in), and dv i . From the definition of the change in
the parallel velocity,dv i5mi

21@p0i(tout)/g(tout)2p0i(t in)/
g(t in)#, we have the following relation:

dpi

p0i~ t in!
5

dv i

v0i~ t in!
1

dg

g~ t in!
, ~28!

where we have assumed thatdpi /p0i(t in) anddg/g(t in) are
both small. Equation~28! suggests thatdpi can be positive if
dg.0, even whendv i;0. This can occur when, as a result
of the acceleration,v0i has become close toc, while g in-
creases because of the transverse electric field.

C. Sign of the change in parallel momentum

Simulations show thatpi increases at botht5t in and t
5tout whenvsh,c cosu0,3 whereas it tends to decrease att
5t in whenvsh;c cosu0.2 We here discuss this, considering a
particle moving with an average velocity^vx& close to the
shock speed;

v0i cosu0.vsh. ~29!

Substituting Eq. ~29! in the inequality v0i
2 1v0'xz

2 ,c2,
wherev0'xz is the projection ofv0' on the (x,z) plane, we
have tan2 axz,c2 cos2 u0 /vsh

2 21, which leads to the relation

cosaxz.vsh/~c cosu0!. ~30!

The decrease inpi at t5t in means thatp(t in)•B1 /B1

,p(t in)•B0 /B0 . It is evident from Fig. 6 that this occurs
whenaxz,(u12u0)/2. This gives

cosaxz.cos@~u12u0!/2#, ~31!

because 0°,u0,u1,90°.
If ~30! and the relation

vsh.c cosu0 cos@~u12u0!/2# ~32!

both hold, then~31! is always met. That is, for shock waves
with ~32!, parallel momenta of particles with~29! decrease at
t5t in . @Nonetheless, relation~27! holds.#

If vsh is small, we will have the relationv0'@vsh;v0i

for energetic particles satisfying~29!. Hence,a is close to
90°; thus, the possibility thataxz satisfies~31! is quite low
~this can occur whenuvyu@v0'xz). In this case,pi is likely to
rise att5t in , as discussed in Ref. 3.

D. Magnitude of dp ¸

We make a rough estimate ofdpi for a simple case
where p1'(t in) is in the (x,z) plane and p1'(t in)
.2p1'(tout). This can occur whenvsh.v1i cosu1. @For
some parameters, this condition will not be realized. For in-
stance, the relationvsh5v1i cosu1 is not compatible with Eq.
~1!.# For a givenp1' , dpi becomes the largest at this gy-
rophase and is given asdpi522p1'(t in)•B0 /B0 . Since
py(t in)50 for this case, we finddpi from Fig. 6 as

dpi52p sin@a~ t in!1u02u1#sin~u12u0!. ~33!

Here, we neglect the change inp. Thus, the parallel momen-
tum at t5tout is

p0i~ tout!/p5cos@a~ t in!22~u12u0!#. ~34!

If this parallel momentum is large, then the particle would
not return to the shock region, going away ahead of the
shock wave. In particular,p0i(tout)/p becomes unity when
a(t in)52(u12u0); for this case, the momentump is parallel
to B0 at t5tout.

III. NUMERICAL STUDIES

We now numerically study statistical properties of this
acceleration mechanism. We follow orbits of many particles
in electric and magnetic fields of a shock wave and observe
how their positions, momenta, and energies vary with time.
Since we want to see the long-time behavior of these par-
ticles, we use test particle simulations.2 In this method, the
electromagnetic fields in a shock wave are obtained from a
one-dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic, particle simu-
lation with full ion and electron dynamics.6,26 We then as-
sume that the shock wave observed in the particle simulation
steadily propagates with a constant speedvsh ~the value mea-
sured in the particle simulation! and calculate the orbits of
many test particles in these fields for a much longer time
than particle simulations can follow.

We do not use Rankine–Hugoniot conditions to obtain
field profiles. A simple discontinuity model based on
Rankine–Hugoniot conditions does not give information of
By , Ex , or Ez . Also, it does not give spatial profiles of
eitherBz or Ey . Furthermore, we will not be able to assume
normal Rankine–Hugoniot conditions because the fluid
model itself is not valid in collisionless shock waves; around
the shock region, the velocity distribution functions should
be quite different from Maxwellians.

In doing the test particle simulations, we suppose that
the number density of nonthermal energetic particles is much
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lower than that of the background plasma; their effects on the
wave evolution would therefore be negligible. We also note
that synchrotron radiation power,

P;
2qi

2V i0
2 v0'

2

3c3 g2, ~35!

is much smaller than the energy gain rate given by Eq.~3!.
Their ratio is

P

mic
2dg/dt

;
@v0'

2 /~cv1'!#g2

6g01Mni~c/vpi!
3 , ~36!

where M is the Alfvén Mach number,M5vsh/vA . For a
plasma densityni5108 cm23, the value ofni(c/vpi)

3 is
;1018. Hence, the synchrotron radiation will be unimportant
for particle energiesg&109.

The parameters of the particle simulation was as follows.
The total system length wasLx58192Dg , whereDg is the
grid spacing. The total number of electrons wasNe

5576 000; as in space plasmas, the code contained helium
ions as well as hydrogen ions, and the helium number den-
sity was 10% of the hydrogen density. The ion-to-electron
mass ratios weremH /me550 andmHe/me5200. ~Because
of the presence of helium ions, we were not able to choose a
large hydrogen-to-electron mass ratio. The theoretical ex-

pression for the energy increase rate,~3!, however, agrees
with the simulation result with these mass ratios.2! The ratio
of the electron gyrofrequency to the plasma frequency was
uVe0u/vpe51.5 in the upstream region. The Alfve´n speed is
thusvA /c50.20, wherevA is defined using the mass density
in the H–He plasma. The electron skin depth was
c/(vpeDg)54. The external magnetic field was in the (x,z)
plane,B05B0(cosu0,0,sinu0) with u0561°. The time step
was vpeDt50.05. We then excited a shock wave withvsh

52.4vA , which is close toc cosu0. The field profiles of this
wave are shown in Fig. 7;Bx5B0 cosu0 is constant.

Using these fields propagating with the speedvsh, we
followed the trajectories of test energetic hydrogen ions
which are initially in the upstream region. The number of
these particles wasN55000, and their initial energy was
taken to beg054; their initial energy distribution was
f (g)5Nd(g2g0) with an isotropic momentum distribution.
Plasma parameters such asmH /me and uVe0u/vpe were the
same as those in the particle simulation.

Figure 8 shows the time variation ofg of an accelerated
particle. Here,g increases stepwise fromg54 to g.120 by
VH0t59000. The acceleration processes have not finished
by this time. Figure 9 shows time variations ofX5x2vsht,
pi , andp' . Here, the position of the shock front is taken to
beX50; thus, the top panel indicates that the particle barely
enters the shock wave. In this and the following figures,X
andp are normalized toc/vpe andmHc, respectively. After
the encounter with the shock wave, the particle spends most
of the time in the upstream region. The middle panel shows
that pi grows steadily. It also shows, however, thatpi

slightly decreases when the particle enters the shock wave.
This is in accord with the theoretical prediction based on Eq.
~32!, which this shock wave satisfies. Inspection of the top
and bottom panels shows thatp' rises when the particle is in
the strong-field region and goes down rapidly at the moment
when it goes out to the upstream region, which is also in
agreement with the theory. Its value in the upstream region,
therefore, does not change much. Figure 10 shows the trajec-

FIG. 7. Snapshots of field profiles in an oblique shock wave observed at
vpet51000 in the particle simulation. The field values are normalized to
B0 . The shock propagation speed isvsh52.4vA , and the propagation angle
is u0561°.

FIG. 8. Time variation ofg of an incessantly accelerated energetic ion. The
small panel shows an expanded view of the early phase. The acceleration
processes continued untill the end of the simulation.
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tory of this particle in the (pi ,p') plane.~The length of the
line does not correspond to the length of the time; the
changes inpi andp' are quite small when the particle is in
the upstream region where it spends most of the time.! Com-
paring Figs. 9 and 10, we confirm that, in the phases where
p' grows, the particle is in the strong-field region. Also, the
rapid decrease inp' takes place at the moments when the
particle goes out to the upstream region.

Figure 11 shows how many times these energetic par-
ticles crossed the shock front. The present initial velocity
distribution corresponds to the middle half circle in Fig. 3.
Hence, there were no particles in either region C or D. The
number of particles that were initially in regions A and B
were 1173~23%! and 3827~77%!, respectively. The latter is
close to the value obtained from Eq.~15!; 3800 ~76%!. Ac-
cordingly, all the particles crossed the front at least once. The
number of particles that crossed twice or more is 2039
~41%!. This indicates that nearly 50% of the particles that
were initially in region B have crossed the shock front mul-
tiple times. The number of particles that crossed the front
less than twelve times is 4761~95%!. These numbers of
crossing times are odd; 1, 3, ..., 11. This means that these
particles have eventually moved to the downstream region.
The other particles~5%! crossed the front 30 times or more.

About 92% of them have even numbers of crossing times;
they are in the upstream region atVH0t59000.

Figure 12 shows energy distributions of these particles at
various times. Each division ofg is Dg54. The maximum
energy and the number of high-energy particles both gradu-
ally increase with time. AtVH0t59000, 3.4% of the par-
ticles have energies higher thang550, and the maximum
energy isg.130. ~We stopped calculating the orbits of par-
ticles that had moved to the downstream region sufficiently
far away from the shock front such thatX,2200c/vpe . For
these particles, we use the values ofg andp at the moments
the calculation was stopped. This was also the case in Fig.
11.!

Figures 13 and 14 show time evolution of the fast par-
ticles in the momentum space; the former displays the early
phase, while the latter shows long-time behavior. Regions A,
B, and C are also shown. Region D, which is between region
C and the horizontal bottom line, is quite narrow in this case.
The upper left panel of Fig. 13 shows the initial distribution
of the energetic particles. Because their initial energies are

FIG. 9. Time variations ofX5x2vsht, pi , andp' of the particle shown in
Fig. 8. Here,X is normalized toc/vpe , and pi and p' are normalized to
mHc. The position of the shock front is taken to beX50.

FIG. 10. Trajectory in the (pi ,p') plane of the particle shown in Figs. 8 and
9. The rapid change in the momentum occurs in each gyroperiod. When the
particle is in the upstream region,pi andp' are almost constant.

FIG. 11. Number of particles vs crossing times. Of 5000 particles, 239
particles ~5%! have crossed the shock front 30 times or more byVH0t
59000. The particles with crossing times less than 12 have already moved
to the downstream region by this time.

FIG. 12. Evolution of energy distribution. All the particles have the same
initial energy, g54, with an isotropic momentum distribution. AtVH0t
59000, 3.4% of the particles are in the regiong.50.
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the same,g054, they are in the half circle in the (pi ,p')
plane; i.e.,p'

2 1pi
25mH

2c2(g0
221). As they interact with the

shock wave, perpendicular momenta of most of the fast par-
ticles increase owing to the transverse electric field~the up-
per right panel!. Parallel momenta of some of them then
gradually grow~the lower panels!. Figure 14 indicates that
the accelerated particles move along the boundary line be-
tween regions B and C given by Eq.~8! with p0i.0
~namely,v0i5vsh/cosu0 in the velocity space!, even though
there are no particles around this line initially. The particles
with largep' are in the strong-field region at the moment of
the snapshot.

IV. SUMMARY

We have discussed the evolution of fast ions incessantly
accelerated by oblique shock waves withvsh;c cosu0. First,

we have analyzed the conditions for particles to cross the
shock front multiple times. We then studied the change in the
momentum of an energetic particle on crossing the shock
front. The perpendicular momentum rises owing to the trans-
verse electric field while the particle is in the strong-field
region. The change inpi is due to the magnetic structure. If
the shock propagation speed is high, the parallel momentum
decreases at the moment when the particle goes in the shock
wave; p1i(t in),p0i(t in). It always holds, however, that
p0i(tout).p0i(t in). Next, with numerical simulations, we
studied the evolution of 5000 energetic particles with the
initial energyg54 with an isotropic momentum distribution.
In this simulation model, field profiles of a shock wave are
obtained from a particle simulation. We then calculate long-
time trajectories of test energetic particles in these fields. It
has been shown that 3.4% of the particles have been accel-
erated to energiesg.50 by the timeVH0t59000. The de-
velopment of the particles in the momentum space has also
been shown. The momentum distribution spreads along the
line ~8! (v0i5vsh/cosu0 in the velocity space!.

This acceleration mechanism would become important
in plasmas in strong magnetic fields~or with low densities!
such as those around pulsars.
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FIG. 13. Evolution of particles in the momentum space (pi ,p') in the early
phase. Initially, the particles are on the half-circle line. Entering the shock
wave,p' ’s significantly change~the upper right panel!. Then,pi ’s gradually
increase.

FIG. 14. Long-time evolution of particles in the momentum space (pi ,p').
From the initial half-circle line, accelerated particles spread along the
boundary line between regions B and C. The particles with largep' , which
are found in the panels ofVH0t53000, 6000, and 9000, are in the strong-
field region at these moments.
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